Building Product Momentum with Peer-to-Peer
Word of Mouth
SUMMARY
Leveraging the knowledge and passion of a brand’s fans to change a business model and significantly reduce costs is
brilliant. Sustaining and growing the momentum is even better. That in a nutshell is our story. This journey started over
two years ago with a pilot for one product line, Microsoft’s Office Live Small Business, and evolved to the use of a single
customer/employee fan base to be mentors across an integrated suite of products for the small business market. We
started with identification of both employee experts and customer advocates, had lots of conversations about the good,
the bad and the ugly, built an integrated community platform that enables access to both brand- and communitygenerated content and experts, and provided access to a live support team. This fully integrated product, support and
community collaboration model was the first to be launched inside Microsoft and today is recognized as an operational
best practice. It literally was an engine for silo busting and spawned a new level of collaboration across multiple diverse
business teams. And, the number of small business customers who regularly use the community to learn and share information increased significantly with the launch of the new community model.

BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Imagine that you’re a small business owner who found a really cool product suite that allows you to build and manage a company website, conduct eCommerce, manage vendor and merchant relationships, plan and execute eMarketing campaigns and optimize SEO. Oh, and did I mention that the product is very low cost? Fabulous; sign me up.
BUT, you have to go to at least
five different places to find support for the various modules of
the product suite. Heck, you
barely have enough time to think
about what you’d like to do
online, let alone search out how.
On second thought, not so fabulous, right?
Now, let’s go behind the proverbial curtain at Microsoft. Before
integrating the Microsoft Office
Live Small Business and Microsoft
Office Live Workspace products,
each product area had its own
support, content and product experts. Navigating the resulting
“spaghetti bowl” of support sites
not only confused customers, but
also hindered adoption and usage
of the full depth and breadth of
product functionality, thus reducing loyalty, limiting usage and
generating churn. In addition, it
imposed a cost structure that was
not sustainable.
A challenging interface: 5 different ways to access support—taking you to
5 different support pages.
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The BHAG? Use an integrated community to provide a much enhanced customer experience AND reduce the overall
cost of support. The initiative was dubbed Integrated Customer Service Experience or ICSE. The starting point was to
build a community platform that was a single, intuitive and comprehensive source for all product support content (howto videos, white papers, tips and techniques content, etc.), provided robust peer-to-peer mentoring tools and gave customers a direct link to live support staff. We wanted to create an integrated experience that feels personal while having
global reach.
The next step was to switch the paradigm from Microsoft employees providing the majority of support to leveraging the
power of peer-to-peer support and user-generated content created by the more advanced consumers and power users.
We identified a customer fan base and activated them as the core of this peer-to-peer initiative. We augmented this
customer fan base with employee ambassadors who were redeployed to the community from traditional support functions (phone and email support).
One of the underlying tenets was to facilitate peer-to-peer interaction between the small business owners who used the
products to run their businesses. These customers could provide insights to other small business owners that Microsoft
employees could not. For example, questions and conversations inside the community go far beyond “how do I use this
product” to “how are you building your business?” Thus, the community itself becomes a valuable business and networking asset to members and users. Following are a few verbatims from the community to illustrate this point:

SEO

“When I Google search for my website, it comes
up. But there is no description about the site whatsoever below my search result of my company. …
How do I make this small description make appear
under my search result of my company?”

“…Go to Page Properties for each page and
you'll find instructions under Search Engine
Optimization for doing that. … Optimize your
metatags and I think you'll see a difference in
the way you're listed. Hope this helps…”

Advertising
“Once I publish my website, how do I advertise it so
that people know where to find me? I am very new
at this, and have no idea on what to do? Also, when
a person does a search of the merchandise I'm
selling, how will they be able to find my website? I
appreciate any input.”

“There's billions of ways, the obvious being submit
it to search engines and to add it to your email
signature but there are others … get some business cards printed up with the website address …
word of mouth, ask your friends to add a link to
their signature too, perhaps local advertisement
(shop windows, newspapers, radio).”

Design Feedback
“We are almost ready to launch our site, and
would like feedback on look and content. In
short we need more eyes that are not as close.
Any and all comments are appreciated. …
Thanks to All!!! I will be happy to reciprocate for
anyone who wishes me to do so.”

“I like to think that a business homepage is similar to
the front window of a retail business. Highlight your
best products or services and any special offers
there. Don't put too much in your front window display. It will look junkie and become meaningless.
Entice them there ‘get them through the door’ and
provide greater details on the other pages.”
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New community interface features easy navigation and opens a single support window.
Ok, the users love it, but what about the management types? The overall result of this initiative is a much
improved customer service experience that combines both “self-help” and “assisted” support. But the proof
is in the metrics.
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RESULTS
The integrated community approach provided considerable and measurable ROI. A community scorecard that tracks
specific program KPIs (key performance indicators) is issued monthly and looks at quantitative data that is shared
across engineering, marketing, product management, support, etc. Following are summary highlights of results to
date:
♦

Cost reduction: The overall cost of support per minute was reduced by more than 60%.

♦

Answer rates: Community answer rate goal: 50%. Actual community answer rate: 76.5% contrasted to previous answer rate of over 90% by Microsoft employees in formal support roles.

♦

Percentage of active users who leverage community on a monthly basis: 34%.

♦

ICSE support page views for Microsoft Office Live Small Business increased 77% post ICSE launch.

♦

ICSE support page views for Microsoft Office Live Workspace increased 359% post ICSE launch.

So yep, the management types love it too.
In addition, the community forged a new level of partnership both internally and externally. The latter led to partnerships with other global brands that also were targeting the small business market. Internally, tracking conversations
will be used to inform product enhancements, scale both the size and breadth of offerings and build an integrated
customer engagement model. After a one-year pilot and one+ year post launch, the team has learned much, made
various course corrections and gotten much closer to its customers.
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